
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beam County Primary School Year 2 Curriculum Map 2019-2020 
 Autumn  Spring  Summer  

Literacy Narrative: Different stories by the same 
author – Julia Donaldson (Autumn 1) 
Exposure to variety of books, similarities 
between books, characterisation, settings, use 
of language. 
 
 
Non-Fiction : Instructions (Cross Curricular – 
not a standalone unit)  
Write recipes. 
Link with Julia Donaldson unit and Roald Dahl 
unit.  
 
Poetry: Silly Stuff Poems (Link to 
Winter/Christmas) (Autumn 2) 
Tongue Twisters, jokes, limericks. 
 

Narrative: Traditional stories (Spring 1) 
Exposure to a range of traditional stories, 
features, compare, and write own stories. 
Understand that ‘Jim and the Beanstalk’ is 
an example of a modern story based on the 
traditional tale. 
Texts: Princess Smartypants, Prince 
Cinders, Paperbag Princess 
 
Non-fiction: Non-chronological reports – 
animals (Spring 2) 
Layout, features, description and different 
types of non-fiction. 
To write our own report on something 
familiar such as animals, plants and school. 
Dear Greenpeace. 
 

Narrative: Extended stories and stories 
from significant children’s authors – 
Roald Dahl (Magic Finger, George’s 
Marvellous Medicine, Twits)  
Broadening knowledge to range of stories 
from significant authors, highlighting 
features, compare and contrast. 
 
Non-fiction: Explanation texts (Cross 
Curricular – not a standalone unit)  
 
 

Maths Number -  place value and rounding 
 
Calculation – addition and subtraction 
 
Measurement - Money 
 
Calculation – Multiplication and division 
 

Calculation – Multiplication and division 
 
Statistics – presenting data 
 
Geometry – Properties of shapes 
 
Number -  fractions 
 
Measurement – Height and length 
 
 

Geometry – position and direction 
 
Problem solving and efficient methods 
 
Measurement - Time 
 
Measurement – Mass, Capacity and 
temperature 
 
Investigations 
 



Science Uses of everyday  
materials 
(Materials: good 
choices) 
Pupils should be 
taught to: 
 
§ identify and 
compare the suitability 
of a variety of 
everyday materials, 
including wood, metal, 
plastic, glass, brick, 
rock, paper and 
cardboard for 
particular uses. 
 
Cross curricular links 
with DT making 
houses (The 3 Little 
Pigs). 
 

Uses of everyday 
materials 
(Materials: shaping up) 
Pupils should be 
taught to: 
 
§ find out how the 
shapes of solid objects 
made from some 
materials can be 
changed by squashing, 
bending, twisting and 
stretching. 
 
Cross curricular link with 
instructional writing and 
DT. 

Animals 
including humans 
(Take care) 
Pupils should be  
taught to: 
 
§ describe the 
importance for 
humans of 
exercise, eating the 
right amounts of 
different types of 
food, and hygiene. 
 
 

Plants 
(The apprentice 
gardener) 
Pupils should be 
taught to: 
 
§ observe and 
describe how seeds 
and bulbs grow into 
mature plants 
§ find out and describe 
how plants need water, 
light and a suitable 
temperature to grow 
and stay healthy. 
 
Cross curricular links 
with Literacy (Jack and 
the Beanstalk and non-
chronological reports). 
 
 
 
 

Living things and 
their habitats 
(What is in your 
habitat?) 
Pupils should be 
taught to: 
 
§ explore and 
compare the 
differences between 
things that are living, 
dead, and things that 
have never been 
alive 
§ identify that most 
living things live in 
habitats to which they 
are suited and 
describe how different 
habitats provide for 
the basic needs of 
different kinds of 
animals and plants, 
and how they depend 
on each other 
§ identify and name a 
variety of plants and 
animals in their 
habitats, including 
micro-habitats 
§ describe how 
animals obtain their 
food from plants and 
other animals, using 
the idea of a simple 

Animals including 
humans 
(Growing up) 
Pupils should be 
taught to: 
 
§ notice that animals, 
including humans, 
have offspring which 
grow into adults 
§ find out about and 
describe the basic 
needs of animals, 
including humans, for 
survival (water, food 
and air) 
 
 
 
 
 



food chain, and 
identify and name 
different sources of 
food. 

RE A Time for 
Remembering Every 
Part of God’s 
Creation 
Retell some stories 
about St Francis 
 
Identify that Francis 
was made a saint 
because of the way 
he treated all living 

Jesus the Storyteller 
 
Retell the Parable of the 
Mustard Seed and 
suggest some meanings 
(AT1) 
Relate how Jesus told 
stories to help people 
understand more about 
God. (AT1) 
Respond sensitively to 

Symbols of Easter – Change from an 
Outer Reality to an Inner Reality 

 
Identify an object which is special to them 
because of the memories it evokes, and 
listen to others talking about their object 
Identify some Easter symbols and suggest 
why they are significant to Christians 
Identify that the cross is an important 
symbol for Christians 

Jesus the Teacher 
Retell the Parable of 
the Lost Sheep and 
suggest some 
meanings (AT1) 
Relate how Jesus 
told stories to help 
people understand 
more about God’s 
love. (AT1) 
Respond sensitively 

Pentecost : The 
Holy Spirit 
Identify that Jesus 
promised to send his 
Holy Spirit to the 
disciples 
Identify the Christian 
belief that the Holy 
Spirit helps Christians 
Recognise that some 
questions cause 



things with great 
respect and kindness 
 
Suggest ways in 
which they can show 
respect and care for 
their own pets and 
other living things 

the experience of others 
(AT2) 
 
Christmas Lights 
Identify light as a 
religious symbol and 
suggest why it is used 
as a symbol at 
Christmas 
 
Respond sensitively to 
the experiences of 
others 
 

to the experience of 
others (AT2) 

people to wonder and 
are difficult to answer 
 
Baptism 
Use the word 
baptism/christening 
appropriately  and 
suggest some 
meanings for the 
symbols of light and 
water (AT1) 
Relate how Christians 
baptize. (AT1) 

History & 
Geography  

The Plague and The Great Fire of London  
Samuel Pepys, reasons for why the fire 
spread so quickly 
Place events and objects in chronological order 
Recognise why people did things, why events 
happened and what happened as a result 
How to find out about the past from a range of 
sources of information. 
To ask and answer questions about the past. 
Cross curricular links:  
Literacy  - Diary writing, Drama – hot seating 
DT – making houses 

Who’s who? (Famous figures) 
Florence Nightingale, Christopher 
Columbus 
Place events and objects in chronological 
order 
Use common words and phrases relating to 
the passing of time 
Recognise why people did things, why 
events happened and what happened as a 
result 
Identify differences between ways of life at 
life at different times. 
How to find out about the past from a range 
of sources of information. 
To ask and answer questions about the 
past. 
Cross curricular links:  
Literacy  - Diary writing, Drama – hot 
seating 
 
Seasons 

Where am I in England? 
Compare our city of London with other 
capital cities in the UK. 
The importance of London and its landmarks 
(Tower of London, Monument, Pudding 
Lane, etc.). 
Its weather compared to other capital cities. 
Use of atlases, maps, globes to locate and 
compare. 



  

An understanding of the four seasons and 
their weather, clothing, resources, etc.  
 

PE – MR Hoyte SPORTSHALL 
Athletics 
Standing Long/Triple 
jump technique. 
Sprint technique. 
 

Body Management 
Travelling  - A 
(5 Lessons minimum) 
Travelling in different 
directions 
Travelling on 
different parts of 
their body 
Spatial awareness. 

BASKETBALL 
SKILLS 
Attacking skills, 
dribbling, passing 
and shooting. 
 

CRICKET SKILLS 
Batting stance& 
Fielding 
techniques with 
hand & feet. 
 

TENNIS SKILLS 
Forehand ,the 
volley etc working 
on balance, swing 
From low to high 
keeping eyes on the 
ball and keeping 
racket head up. 

ATHLETICS 
Sprinting (sprint 
starts) & Standing 
long jump, throws 
etc 
 

PE  
Teacher led 

Body Management 
Turning, Spinning 
and Twisting  - A 
(5 Lessons minimum) 
Quarter to full turns, 
twisting different 
parts of their body. 

BALL & HAND 
SKILLS 
Throwing different 
weights & sized balls 
& catching with one 
and two hands 
 
 
 

Body Management 
-  A 
(5 Lessons 
minimum ) 
Stretching & 
Curling on different 
parts of their body 
also balancing in a 
stretched shape. 
 

BAT & BALL 
SKILLS 
Hitting/bouncing a 
ball at and around 
a cone, also hitting 
a ball to a partner. 

ATHLETICS 
Sprinting (sprint 
starts) & Standing 
long jump, throws 
etc 
 

CRICKET 
Fielding Skills – 
catching & 
stopping the ball 
with the body and 
feet 



Art Sea(Turner, Leonid 
Afremov, Katsushika 
Hokusai) 
Brusho and 
watercolour with wax 
resist 
Colour 
Line  

Portraits (Julian 
Opie, Franz Marc, 
Giacometti, Van 
Gogh) 
Collage –coloured 
papers, drawing 
materials 
Shape 
Tone 
Texture  

Indian patterns 
string printing 
Shape 
Colour 
Line 
Pattern  

Landscapes(Richar
d Hamilton) 
Papers – tear, cut, 
paint 
Pattern 
texture 

Life-cycles - 
butterflies 
Textiles - embroidery 
Line 
Pattern 

Rainforest – 
animals 
(Henri Rousseau) 
3D – papiermache 
Form 
Texture 
Pattern  

Design 
Technology 

Playground games 
Design and create playground structures. 
Using paper patterns, joining fabric with sewing, 
decorate, 
Cutting, sticking, 3D modelling 
Using card, plasticine, clay 
 

Healthy Foods 
Designing a picnic 
Preparing foods 
Design and make sandwich, fruit salad, fruit 
juice or smoothies. 
Chopping, slicing, mashing, liquidising, 
spreading 
Washing up - hygiene 

Moving Animals 
Pneumatics  
Control mechanisms – air power, syringes 
and connectors 

PHSE Being Me in My 
World 
I can identify some of 
my hopes and fears for 
this year 
I know how to use my 
Jigsaw Journal 
I recognise when I feel 
worried and know who 
to ask for help 
I understand the rights 
and responsibilities for 
being a member of my 
class and school 
I recognise when I feel 
worried and know who 
to ask for help 

Celebrating 
Difference 
I am starting to 
understand that 
sometimes people 
make assumptions 
about boys and girls 
(stereotypes) 
I understand some 
ways in which boys 
and girls are similar 
and feel good about 
this 
I am starting to 
understand that 
sometimes people 
make assumptions 

Dreams and Goals 
I can choose a 
realistic goal and 
think about how to 
achieve it 
I can identify my 
successes and 
achievements and 
know how this 
makes me feel 
(proud) 
I can persevere 
even when I find 
tasks difficult 
I can tell you some 
of my strengths as a 
learner 

Healthy Me 
I know what I need 
to keep my body 
healthy 
I am motivated to 
make healthy 
lifestyle choices 
I can show or tell 
you what relaxed 
means and I know 
some things that 
make me feel 
relaxed and some 
that make me feel 
stressed 
I can tell you when a 
feeling is weak and 

Relationships 
I can identify the 
different members of 
my family, 
understand my 
relationship with 
each of them and 
know why it is 
important to share 
and cooperate 
I accept that 
everyone’s family is 
different and 
understand that most 
people value their 
family 
I understand that 

Changing Me 
I can recognise 
cycles of life in 
nature 
I understand there 
are some changes 
that are outside my 
control and can 
recognise how I feel 
about this 
I can tell you about 
the natural process 
of growing from 
young to old and 
understand that this 
is not in my control 
I can identify people 



I understand the rights 
and responsibilities for 
being a member of my 
class 
I can help to make my 
class a safe and fair 
place 
I can listen to other 
people and contribute 
my own ideas about 
rewards and 
consequences 
I can help make my 
class a safe and fair 
place 
I understand how 
following the Learning 
Charter will help me 
and others learn 
I can work 
cooperatively 
I understand how 
following the Learning 
Charter will help me 
and others learn 
I am choosing to follow 
the Learning Charter 
 

about boys and girls 
(stereotypes) 
I understand some 
ways in which boys 
and girls are different 
and accept that this is 
ok 
I understand that 
bullying is sometimes 
about difference 
I can tell you how 
someone who is 
bullied feels 
I can be kind to 
children who are 
bullied 
I can recognise what is 
right and wrong and 
know how to look after 
myself 
I know when and how 
to stand up for myself 
and others 
I know how to get help 
if I am being bullied 
I know some ways to 
make new friends 
I know how it feels to 
be a friend and have a 
friend 
I can tell you some 
ways I am different 
from my friends 
I understand these 
differences make us all 

I can recognise who 
it is easy for me to 
work with and who it 
is more difficult for 
me to work with 
I understand how 
working with other 
people can help me 
to learn 
I can work 
cooperatively in a 
group to create an 
end product 
I can work with 
other people to 
solve problems 
I can explain some 
of the ways I worked 
cooperatively in my 
group to create the 
end product 
I can express how it 
felt to be working as 
part of this group 
I know how to share 
success with other 
people 
I know how 
contributing to the 
success of a group 
feels and I can store 
those feelings in my 
internal treasure 
chest (proud) 
 

when a feeling is 
strong 
I understand how 
medicines work in 
my body and how 
important it is to use 
them safely 
I feel positive about 
caring for my body 
and keeping it 
healthy 
I can sort foods into 
the correct food 
groups and know 
which foods my 
body needs every 
day to keep me 
healthy 
I have a healthy 
relationship with 
food and know 
which foods I enjoy 
the most 
I can decide which 
foods to eat to give 
my body energy 
I have a healthy 
relationship with 
food and I know 
which foods are 
most nutritious for 
my body 
I can make some 
healthy snacks and 
explain why they are 

there are lots of 
forms of physical 
contact within a 
family and that some 
of this is acceptable 
and some is not 
I know which types of 
physical contact I like 
and don’t like and 
can talk about this 
I can identify some of 
the things that cause 
conflict with my 
friends 
I can demonstrate 
how to use the 
positive problem 
solving technique to 
resolve conflicts with 
my friends 
I understand that 
sometimes it is good 
to keep a secret and 
sometimes it is not 
good to keep a 
secret 
I know how it feels to 
be asked to keep a 
secret I do not want 
to keep and know 
who to talk to about 
this 
I recognise and 
appreciate people 
who can help me in 

I respect who are 
older than me 
I can recognise how 
my body has 
changed since I was 
a baby and where I 
am on the continuum 
from young to old 
I feel proud about 
becoming more 
independent 
I can recognise the 
physical differences 
between boys and 
girls, use the correct 
names for parts of 
the body (penis, 
testicles, vagina) 
and appreciate that 
some parts of my 
body are private 
I can tell you what I 
like/don’t like about 
being a boy/girl 
I understand there 
are different types of 
touch and can tell 
you which ones I like 
and don’t like 
I am confident to say 
what I like and don’t 
like and can ask for 
help 
I can identify what I 
am looking forward 



special and unique 
 

good for my body 
I can express how it 
feels to share 
healthy food with my 
friends 
 

my family, my school 
and my community 
I understand how it 
feels to trust 
someone 
I can express my 
appreciation for the 
people in my special 
relationships 
I am comfortable 
accepting 
appreciation from 
others 

to when I am in Year 
3 
I can start to think 
about changes I will 
make when I am in 
Year 3 and know 
how to go about this 
 

Computing Programming on 
Screen 
Have a clear 
understanding of 
algorithms as 
sequences of 
instructions. 
Convert simple 
algorithms to 
programs. 
Predict what a simple 
program will do, 
Spot and fix (debug) 
errors in programs. 
 

Explore how 
computer games 
work 
Describe carefully 
what happens in 
computer games. 
Use logical reasoning 
to make predictions of 
what a program will do. 
Test these predictions. 
Think critically about 
computer games and 
their use. 
Be aware of how to 
use games safely and 
in balance with other 
activities. 

Taking better 
photos 
Consider the 
technical and artistic 
merits of 
photographs. 
Use a digital camera 
or camera app. 
Take digital 
photographs. 
Review and reject or 
rate the images 
taken. 
Edit and enhance 
photographs. 
Select best images 
to include in 
computing books. 

Researching a 
topic 
Develop 
collaboration skills 
through working as 
part of a group. 
Develop research 
skills through 
searching for 
information on the 
internet. 
Improve note-taking 
skills through the 
use of mind 
mapping. 
Develop 
presentation skills 
through creating and 
delivering a short 
multimedia 
presentation. 

Collecting clues 
Understand that 
email can be used to 
communicate. 
Develop skills in 
opening, composing 
and sending emails. 
Gain skills in opening 
and listening to audio 
files on the computer. 
Use appropriate 
language in emails. 
Develop skills in 
editing and 
formatting text in 
emails. 
Be aware of e-safety 
issues when using 
email. 

Collecting data 
about bugs 
Sort and classify a 
group of items by 
answering questions. 
Collect data using 
tick charts and tally 
charts. 
Use simple charting 
software to produce 
pictograms and other 
basic charts. 
Take, edit and 
enhance 
photographs. 
Record information 
on a digital map. 

Music The long and short of Feel the pulse Taking off What’s the score? Rain rain go away Sounds interesting 



 
 

Music express 
Year 2 

it 
Exploring duration 
 

Exploring pulse and 
rhythm 

Exploring pitch Exploring 
instruments and 
symbols 

Exploring timbre, 
tempo and dynamics 

Exploring sounds 


